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Introduction 

Due to the growth of the Internet, e-commerce is widespread and the security of 

Internet transactions is a matter that is becoming more and more important and 

challenging. Fortunately, the digital signature and the digital time stamp are well-

defined tools used to address this challenge. Digital signature schemes are widely 

used in security mechanisms such as integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. 

They can be used to check the integrity of a message, authenticate the origin, and 

protect from dishonest repudiation. Digital time stamp schemes are used to ascertain 

when digital data were created or when data were signed. 

However, a conventional digital signature is not suitable for some practical 

applications. For example, a team leader wants to take a trip to a tourist attraction 

where there is no computer network to use. Hence, during his vacation, he must 

delegate to a trusted member of his staff to perform his tasks including signing 

electronic documents. However, conventional digital signature schemes do not 

address the proxy function, and it is not reasonable to give the secret signing key to 

the proxy. To provide a solution, the proxy signature scheme was proposed in 

1996.
1,2

 The proxy signature allows a designated person, called a proxy signer, to 

sign a message on behalf of an original signer. Many proxy signature schemes have 

been proposed. Unfortunately, there are still permanent challenges, such as security 

and complexity, in the proposed schemes. Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto describe a 

situation,
3
 where it was possible for the original signer to forge a proxy signature on 

behalf of the proxy signer, a situation called repudiation.
4
 Sun and Hsieh argue that 

Mambo and coworkers’ proxy signature scheme has a delegation transfer problem.
5
 

This means that the proxy signer can transfer the proxy without both the agreement 

and the consciousness of the original signer. Therefore, another party can generate a 

“valid” proxy signature on behalf of the original signer. Later, certain nonrepudiable 
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proxy signature schemes 
6,7,8

 and threshold proxy signature schemes
9,10,11,12

 were 

proposed. The reader may refer to a number of references for 

details.
13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21

 

Actually, the strength of a cryptographic scheme cannot really be proved. When a 

new scheme is proposed, the authors always believe that their scheme is strong, 

secure, and unbreakable if one does not know the secret key. In fact, all that the 

authors can do is to demonstrate the scheme’s power against some known attacks. 

However, we often find that there is always a new attack invented for a new scheme; 

hence, a newly proposed scheme almost always suffers from some inborn weakness, 

so we must always be careful when applying a new cryptographic scheme. To reduce 

this concern, a novel proxy signature scheme is proposed that does not invent a new 

mathematical model, but rather combines well-defined tools and existing 

mechanisms, such as the digital signature and the time stamp to satisfy the 

requirements of proxy signature. The scheme can be implemented by conventional 

digital signature schemes and public key infrastructures without significant 

modifications. Therefore, unknown security problems introduced by a new 

mathematical model can be minimized. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the section that follows, the authors briefly 

introduce the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto scheme and some other well-designed 

cryptographic tools and mechanisms. Then, a novel proxy signature scheme is 

proposed. Security analysis and discussions are given after that. 

Preliminaries 

Review of the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto Scheme 

To understand the concept of the proxy signature scheme, a brief review of the 

Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto scheme is necessary.
22

 

Denote sZ
*
p-1 as a private key of an original signer and v = g

s
 mod p as the 

corresponding public key, where p is a prime and g is a generator for Z
*
p. 

Step 1. Proxy generation 

An original signer generates a random number kZ
*
p-1 and computes 

pgK k mod . Furthermore, he determines σ = s + kK mod p-1. 

Step 2. Proxy delivery 

The original signer delivers the proxy (σ, K) to a proxy signer over a secure 

channel. 
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Step 3. Proxy verification 

The proxy signer checks for congruence as to whether or not pvKg K mod . 

If the equation holds, the proxy signer accepts it as a valid proxy. 

Step 4. Signing by the proxy signer 

When the proxy signer signs a message m on behalf of the original signer, he 

uses the σ as an alternative to s, and executes the ordinary signing operation. 

Thus, (m, (Signature of the original scheme), K) serves as a created proxy 

signature. 

Step 5. Verification of the proxy signature 

The verification of the proxy signature is the same as in the ordinary signature 

scheme except for the extra computation v K
K
 mod p, which is dealt with as a 

new public value. 

There are six main security properties to be satisfied by a proxy signature scheme: 

unforgeability, secret-key’s dependence, verifiability, distinguishability, identifiabi-

lity and undeniability.
23

 These properties are discussed in detail below. 

Roles of Certification Authority and Time Stamping Authority  

In general, the digital signature operation signs a message using a private key. 

Subsequently, anyone can verify it using the corresponding public key. However, the 

challenge of how to ascertain who really owns the public key has arisen. To ascertain 

the genuine public key, the accepted solution is to make a trusted party, called a 

Certification Authority (CA), digitally sign data structures. This is known as 

certification – mapping between public key and identity information. If someone 

knows CA’s public key, he can ascertain that the public key belongs to a particular 

person.  

On the other hand, digital time stamp schemes are used to ascertain when a particular 

event took place, for example, when digital data were created, a digital message was 

sent or received, a digital signature was generated or a signature key was 

revoked/overdue.
24

 In order to associate a message with a particular time, a Time 

Stamping Authority (TS) has been standardized by IETF. Furthermore, it is well 

known that time stamping plays an important role in digital signature schemes. 

According to Zhou and Lam, “A typical approach to secure digital signatures as non-

repudiation evidence relies on the existence of an on-line trusted time-stamping 

authority (TS). Each newly generated digital signature has to be time-stamped by a 

TS so that the trusted time of signature generation can be identified.”
25
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The Proposed Proxy Signature Scheme  

The following notations are used to represent message and protocols in this paper: 

IDU: identity information of party U. 

SU and VU: the private key and the corresponding public key of party U. 

sSA(m): digital signature of message m with the private key SA. 

AB: X: party A delivers message X to party B. 

There are several participants involved in this scenario, including an original signer 

(for example, a manager), a proxy signer (for example, a secretary), CA, and TS. 

Each party has a regular key pair, certificated by CA, including TS’s (STS, VTS), the 

original signer’s (So, Vo) and the proxy signer’s (Sp, Vp). For example, the manager 

goes on vacation for one week. He creates a temporary proxy-signature key pair (sp, 

vp) based on the same cryptographic assumption. Subsequently, the delegation 

information, including a proxy-signature key, is delivered to TS for time stamping. 

After receiving the time-stamped delegation information, the signing and verifying 

operations of a proxy signature are the same as in existing ordinary digital signature 

schemes. The detailed steps are given as follows: 

Step 1. Proxy generation 

The original signer designates a proxy signer and generates a short-term key pair 

(sp, vp) for the proxy signer. The expiry date Td of the delegation should also be 

defined. Furthermore, the delegation message is determined by creating the 

signature D = sSo(IDo, IDp, vp, Td),  

Original signer  TS: IDo, IDp, vp, Td, D 

TS: verifying the validity of D with Vo 

TS  Original signer: Tt, sSTS(D, Tt), where Tt denotes the timestamp. 

The original signer verifies the validity of sSTS(D, Tt).  

Step 2. Proxy delivery 

The original signer sends (IDo, IDp, (sp, vp), Td, D, Tt, sSTS(D, Tt)) to the proxy 

signer over a secure channel. 

Step 3. Proxy verification 

The proxy signer authenticates the proxy signature key sp with the public key vp, 

then checks the validity of D and sSTS(D, Tt), if necessary. Thus the expiry date 

Td and the delegation relationship between the origin signer and the proxy signer 

are confirmed. It is worth emphasizing that sp is a temporary and short-term key. 
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Step 4. Proxy signature generation 

The proxy signer generates the proxy signature of a message m with the signature 

key sp based on an ordinary digital signature scheme. Thus the signing operation 

generates (m, (Signature of the original scheme)). Finally, (m, (Signature of the 

original scheme), IDo, IDp, vp, Td, D, Tt, sSTS(D, Tt)) serves as generated proxy 

signature. 

If necessary, the proxy signer could sign the signature again with his individual 

private key to prevent a malicious original signer from forging a proxy signature 

on behalf of the proxy signer. 

Step 5. Verification of the proxy signature 

The verification of the proxy signature is divided in two phases. The first phase 

checks whether or not the proxy signature is valid. This is the same as the 

procedure for the ordinary signature scheme. The second phase checks the 

validity of the expiry date Td and the proxy relationship between the original 

signer and the proxy signer. This is achieved by checking the validity of the 

signatures D and sSTS(D, Tt). 

Security Analysis and Discussion 

The proposed proxy signature scheme is straightforward and easy to implement based 

on the currently existing public-key infrastructure. Due to the fact that the security of 

the signature is inherent in the original scheme, the delegation process causes the 

major security concern. Therefore, it is worthwhile to further discuss the role that TS 

plays in the proposed scheme. It is known that the proxy signature schemes focus on 

the security issue of the temporary proxy-signature key pairs. In the proxy signature 

schemes, a proxy-signature key is a short-term key and it is only valid during a 

specified period. However, CA is responsible to issue and maintain the certification 

of the regular keys, i.e., the long-term keys, including their creation and revocation. 

Nevertheless, short-term keys demand minimal key management and protection. It is 

inappropriate and impractical for a CA to confirm these short-term keys. For the sake 

of reducing cost, TS, instead of CA, issues the certificate for the proxy key by time-

stamping the delegation information and the expiry date. Appending a timestamp by 

TS is more economical than generating a regular certificate by CA. Discussions 

related to the security and the advantages of the proposed scheme are given in the 

following sub-sections. 

Discussion of Essential Properties 

The paper discusses the following properties that have to be satisfied by a proxy 

signature scheme: 
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1. Unforgeablity: It is impossible for anyone to create a valid proxy signature 

without knowing the private key sp. 

2. Secret-key’s dependence: The original signer using his certificated private 

key signs a proxy signature key. It implies that the proxy signature key is 

computed from the secret key of the original signer. 

3. Verifiability: Anyone can verify the validity of a proxy signature using the 

corresponding public key, verified by CA. 

4. Distinguishability: Anyone can verify the proxy signature by the proxy 

signing key vp which is generated by the original signer with his individual 

private key Vo. That is to say that a verifier can distinguish a proxy signature 

from the regular signature signed by the original signer. 

5. Identifiability: The verifier can determine the relationship of delegation 

between an original signer and a proxy signer by verifying the delegation 

message D. Hence, the verifier can determine the corresponding proxy signer 

from a proxy signature. 

6. Undeniability: Due to the fact that the delegation information is signed by 

the original signer and timestamped by TS, a proxy signer can not deny his 

behavior. 

Other Properties 

The proposed scheme is based on the security of existing cryptographic tools and 

commercial products. Therefore, any attack to forge a valid proxy signature will fail 

unless an adversary can defeat sophisticated security mechanisms. There are still 

some properties that cause concern. 

1. In the proxy generation phase, the original signer signs the delegation 

information as the proxy certificate, sSo(IDo, IDp, vp, Td), which is 

subsequently appended to the proxy signature. Therefore, the delegation 

relationship between the original signer and the proxy signer is addressed 

and proved. Hence, it is impossible for the signer to transfer the proxy 

without the agreement of the original signer. This property can avoid the 

delegation transfer problem. Furthermore, the alternative of additionally 

signing the message with his individual private key can further overcome this 

problem, unless the proxy signer releases his private key. Meanwhile, the 

original signer cannot forge a valid proxy signature. That is, the proxy signer 

cannot claim that the proxy signature in dispute is illegally signed by the 

original signer, i.e., non-repudiation. 

2. Based on well-defined commercial TS and CA mechanisms,
26,27,28

 the 

proposed scheme naturally has fewer security considerations. 
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3. All necessary mechanisms have already been implemented in the real world, 

so the proposed scheme can be easily implemented without any problems. 

4. The proxy signature key automatically expires when the expiry date arrives. 

There is no extra cost to maintain or revoke the proxy signature keys. 

Furthermore, because the proxy signature key is a temporary and short-term 

key, there are fewer security problems than with regular keys. 

Furthermore, in order to prevent a malicious proxy signer from signing even if the 

expiry date arrives, the proxy signature must be time-stamped by TS. This is a 

general secure digital signature problem, and therefore is omitted here. 

Conclusions 

The authors apply the currently existing CA and TS mechanisms in a straightforward 

way to construct a solution to the problem of the security challenges of newly 

proposed proxy signature-related schemes. The proposed proxy signature scheme not 

only satisfies the essential properties mentioned in the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto’s 

proxy signature scheme but also has the following additional advantages: it provides 

non-repudiation and prevents delegation transfer. It is obvious that the scheme does 

not affect the current security infrastructure and, thus, is more practical than the 

previously proposed schemes. 
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